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A thief is wreaking havoc in Elftown. He’s stealing the
expensive street lamps that normally allow the human
population’s flying creatures of fable see where they’re
going at night. Daddy’s dragon even had an accident in the
sudden darkness. Mummy Brix is supposed to be solving the
case – she is a police officer, after all. But then Unipig
gobbles up a small cake that’s the only piece of evidence!
Emmi is furious. But perhaps the pair can still help Mummy
to find the thief.
The delighted readership of this enchanting series:
charmingly imperfect. Unipig speaks from children’s hearts!
Wonderfully written, with light-hearted humour, but also
depth.
English sample translations of book 1 - 3 of the series
available here!
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Anna Böhm started out working with the Berliner Ensemble, studied
scriptwriting at the Filmakademie BW and has since worked as an
author. She has written several radio plays and children’s stories for
Deutschlandradio Kultur. In 2016, she came third in the children’s radio
play awards at Leipzig Book Festival with Unipig. Böhm lives with her
two daughters in Berlin.
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Susanne Göhlich was born in Jena in 1972. She began drawing while
studying art history in Leipzig and has never looked back. She works for
various publishers of children’s and school books, designs posters and
does illustrations for magazines. Susanne Göhlich lives with her son in
Leipzig.
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